
IX.A.25.  Off-ladder allele policy: DISCARD/RARE

X.  Osiris enhancements for DNA@VIEW IMPORT/EXPORT

X.A.  Import/Export – import DNA profile data

X.A.4.  Genotyper import file format

X.A.7.  File format details

X.A.7.e.  Comment column (optional)

The optional comment column is for a comment that applies to the case as a whole. (Any comments
specific to a single sample should be put at the end of the Sample Info cell, as a “name or comment”.)

...

X.A.8.  DNA@VIEW and Osiris
(from version 33.07 – 2014)

Profile data can be exported from Osiris and imported into DNA@VIEW.

Add an export option to Osiris as explained below which will create data files including RFU values
acceptable to DNA@VIEW for import.

The DNA@VIEW "Genotyper" file format (§X.A.4) can include, in addition to allele sizes, also rfu (and
other) information. 

X.A.8.a.  What to export from Osiris

X.A.8.a.i.)  Export anything that might be an allele

For DNA@VIEW mixture calculation, data should be exported from Osiris with minimal filtering. A
low detection threshold, about 35rfu, is desirable. Signals that look like stutter should be exported
allowing DNA@VIEW to make decisions. 

X.A.8.a.ii.)  But do use Osiris' clever artifact diagnostics

»  I think it is proper to allow Osiris to filter out (not export) signals for which Osiris base-pair
estimate is not close to an integer, as representing trash rather than true alleles. Osiris uses
the word "residual" to mean the error between estimated base pair size and the nearest
integer.

»  Similarly, Osiris' parameter Fit<0.98 (possibly even Fit<0.99 from limited experience) is
probably diagnostic of illegitimate data. 

Osiris version 2.3 seems to allow automatic filtering based on a residual threshold, but require
manual editing to utilize the Fit data.

X.A.8.b.  Osiris "Lab settings" configuration

Create customized Osiris lab settings operating procedures (in Osiris: Tools < Lab settings) by
modifying standard Osiris operating procedures (NEW... < Select an operating procedure to copy).

The following screen shots show my parameter choices. Note that the choice fsa vs. hid is part of the
operating procedure (in the General tab). To switch between these formats I manually edit the
operating procedure.
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X.A.8.c.  Osiris export for DNA@VIEW

X.A.8.c.i.)  DNAVIEW\util\RFUetcTable.xsl is a
custom DNA@VIEW export template for
Osiris as discussed in Appendix E of the
Osiris documentation.

X.A.8.c.ii.)  Osiris "Export file type"
configuration

The Osiris manual, "Export Setup Tutorial"
explains the procedure. Briefly:

In Osiris, Tools < Export file settings <
NEW... and follow the screen shot at right.

The remaining screens should fill correctly
automatically. Now you have a new export menu item in Osiris: File < Export < DNA-VIEW
format alleles and RFU ...

X.A.8.d.  Exporting data – preparation in Osiris

X.A.8.d.i.)  Open the *.oer file, review the data and delete (uncheck) noise such as bad Fit that won't
be automatically filtered.

X.A.8.d.ii.)   File < Export < DNA-VIEW format alleles and
RFU ...

»  Check RFU to provide DNA@VIEW with intensity
information.

»  The base pairs and "fit" boxes are for future development;
DNA@VIEW doesn't consider that data at present.

»  The case number – whatever you type which can include DNA@VIEW Case number formatting

if you use it – will be included in the output file.

»  Role letters aren't included in the output so you have to add them manually; hence the check
mark in View file location.

X.A.8.d.iii.)  8Manually editing the output file

Open the exported text file in a text editor or (safest) in Excel.

»  Whereever you see (role?), substitute a suitable role letter. Don't bother for controls or
ladders which are of no interest to DNA@VIEW and are not part of a case. (It is unnecessary
though harmless to delete uninteresting lines.)

»  Add any comment including language and race codes for the case in the first (Comment)
column (per  §X.A.7.e). Be sure not to add or delete any tab characters. (That's the reason
Excel is safest).

X.A.8.e.  Import into DNA@VIEW

X.A.8.e.i.)  Choose whatever treatment of off-ladder alleles is appropriate (§IX.A.25) – probably
Treat as a rare allele.

X.A.8.e.ii.)  Import/Export < Genotyper import
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